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An online disinterest
Multitude of reasons keep Asian tours and activities from listing online
available online, let alone be
By Ng Yixin
The tours and activities sector booked online,” said Hills.
While the PhocusWright
has come into view as the next
frontier for travel intermediar- study shows that the propories, but online players continue tion of tours and activities supto struggle as they navigate the pliers with third-party reservahighly fragmented space, partic- tions systems have quadrupled
ularly in Asia, impeded by soft- from 11 per cent in 2011 to 45
ware as well as inventory limita- per cent in 2016, WIT panelists
tions surrounding these typically say the number in Asia is likely
to be even less than 11
last minute, in-destinaper cent.
tion purchases.
Hills, for example,
According to a Phosaid many providers in
cusWright study, only
the long tail of travel
20 per cent of tours and
still lack the technolactivities are booked
ogy that enables distrionline.
In Asia, the propor- Hills: poorly tapped bution through online
tion of online to offline online possibilities channels.
At the moment,
bookings is likely to be
even smaller, industry players at tours and activities still tend be
booked in-destination and with
WIT 2018 said.
“We’ve got a really long way to short lead times.
Said Mark Rizzuto, CEO of
go. There are products out there
in Asia… but they are not listed Livn: “When we look at resellers
online because they are not ready targeting the space, their invento be sold online,” said Graham tory closes in the last 48 hours
Hills, chief commercial officer, because access to live inventory is
BeMyGuest, an online tours and limited by technological capacity. There are below-the-surface
activities distributor.
When working with OTAs on challenges in the sector (and)
product selection, for example, enormous opportunities that are
the first thing the partner asks poorly tapped into.”
From a supplier perspective,
is if the product can be instantly
the strength of offline, foot trafconfirmed upon booking.
“If not, we won’t even display fic and tendency for travellers to
it. So those don’t even go into book activities on the day itself
the consideration set for online are reasons why some suppliers
shoppers. We have a long way are not motivated to go through
before products can be (made) online third parties, according to
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Zishan Amir, general manager of
Mega Adventure Group which
operates the MegaZip flying fox
on Singapore’s Sentosa island.
“Visitors to Sentosa (wanting to do activities) would have
come to us anyway. What’s
the purpose of having a thirdparty system?” said Zishan.
He added: “Many Asian travellers still rely on traditional
travel agents to tell them what
the itinerary is. They will do their
research but still want to trust
someone (offline).”
On the other hand, travellers
from the US or UK tend to rely
on a larger travel website like
TripAdvisor as their first point of
contact.
While acknowledging the
reach that marketing through
third-party sites could bring,
there continues to be “fear and
trepidation” surrounding the
loss of control over branding in
that process.
“To engage some markets (directly) may be a costly exercise.
(Alternatively, we could) use an
intermediary that already has access. But for a lot of attractions,
this is completely new.
“We don’t have the experience
and resources for marketing, let
alone digital marketing. There’s
also a fear that once you (list on
a third-party website) you lose
brand control. We just don’t understand enough,” said Zishan.
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An auspicious opening
ITB Asia 2018 opened on Wednesday with two sprightly Chinese lion
mascots flanking a trio of VIPs – Singapore Tourism Board’s Melissa
Ow, Ministry of Trade and Industry & Ministry of Education’s Chee
Hong Tat, and Messe Berlin’s Christian Göke. Photo by Wilson Pang

Finnair picks up pace in APAC
seasons in Finland, which are not
By S Puvaneswary
With a 20 per cent increase in as well known to Asians as the
longhaul capacity since winter destination’s Winter season.
Jonne Lehtioksa, area vice
2017, Finnair is looking to accelerate its growth in the South-east president, Asia & Oceania, comAsian, Australian and New Zea- mercial unit at Finnair, described
land markets. And to lead that, Singapore and Australia as high
it has appointed Tamas Hanyi growth, critical markets for busias general manager Asia Pacific, ness and leisure traffic to Helsinki and beyond. For
based in Singapore.
instance, 30 per cent of
Among Hanyi’s tasks
seats on the Singaporeis the development of
Helsinki flights were
Malaysia,
Indonesia,
filled by Australians.
Australia and New ZeaLehtioksa also noted
land source markets,
different buying behavusing Singapore as the
iours in the markets.
transfer point to HelThe Singapore marsinki and beyond.
Lehtioksa: critical
ket comprised mostly
He is here at ITB Asia region for Finnair
to reinforce the message that a millennial crowd that sought
Finnair offers the shortest and new European destinations such
fastest route between Asia and as Iceland and Sweden, and travEurope, with the airline flying ellers were more digitally savvy
to more than 100 destinations in and willing to book online. Australians and New Zealanders, on
Europe via Helsinki.
Finnair is also keen to pro- the other hand, relied more on
mote the Summer and Autumn travel agents.
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Lombok on a recovery blitz
Strong destination presence at ITB Asia, sales missions, fam trips among efforts
from January to December 2019, emphaBy Tiara Maharani
Hit by two devastating earthquakes in sises on selling activities.
He said: “In September we invited travJuly and August this year, Indonesia’s
Lombok is determined to rebuild traveller el agents from (Indonesia) for fam trips,
and trade buyer interest, and has a strong and this month we will have agents from
representation at ITB Asia 2018 to achieve South-east Asia, Australia and the Middle
East to come and see for themthis goal.
selves the condition in Lombok.”
More than 10 destination
Masruroh Arifin Nurdin, distakeholders are here to put
rector for marketing developforth a united front in convincment-Singapore, Thailand and
ing trade buyers that most parts
Indochina with the Indonesia
of Lombok are unaffected and
Ministry of Tourism, said Lomsafe for travel.
bok’s presence at ITB Asia 2018
Lalu Abdul Hadi Faisal, depwas part of a larger destination
uty chairperson of West Nusa Oei: still keen on
recovery effort.
Tenggara Tourism Promotion Lombok
The national government is commitBoard and chairman of Indonesia Hotel
and Restaurant Association West Nusa ted to bringing Lombok back on its feet,
Tenggara Chapter, said most hotels in with support programmes and a recovLombok are operating as usual, with only ery budget valued at 20 billion rupiah
(US$1.3 million).
some closed for renovations.
Indonesia’s minister of tourism, Arief
Lalu added that 80 per cent of hotels and homestays in the popular Gili Yahya, who formed a post-quake working
Trawangan, Gili Air and Gili Meno areas team, said the authorities have a strategy
are gradually recovering, while the rest are to promote the unaffected parts of Lombok and to help affected areas recover.
unaffected by the disaster.
In addition to a presence at ITB Asia
He detailed a two-pronged recovery
plan: phase one, running from Septem- 2018, the tourism ministry is taking a sales
ber to December, focuses on rebuilding mission to Singapore on October 26, and
market confidence in Lombok; phase two, to Thailand on November 4.

IN BRIEF
Arctic cold comes to Singapore
If Singapore’s too hot for you, head down
to the Arctic Adventures Night party
this evening at One Farrer Hotel. Hosted
by Visit Finland, Finland Convention
Bureau, Rovaniemi, One Farrer Hotel
and TTG Asia Media, the by-invite-only
party also offers ITB Asia 2018 delegates a
chance to win a holiday in Rovaniemi.
ITB Asia 2018 breaks own record
ITB Asia 2018 has claimed a recordbreaking attendance of more than 1,000
exhibitors as well as its strongest line-up
of exhibitors and speakers. There is a 20
per cent increase in new exhibitors over
2017.
BeMyGuest launches Xplore
BeMyGuest has launched Xplore, a
booking system and channel manager
designed for Asian attractions, tours and
activity operators. Xplore is available in
a software as a service model in multiple
Asian languages.

Buyer’s take

John Parker,
product manager,
Premier Holidays, UK
1. You took over from David Carlaw as
product manager Asia recently. Indonesia is going through natural
calamities, what impact does this
have on your bookings?
There is an immediate, short-term impact.
New enquiries tend to decrease when a
destination is affected by a natural disaster.
This usually results in an increase in bookings to other destinations.

Bay of Bangah ﬁshing village with traditional Lombok houses, West Nusa Tenggara • Indonesia

Lombok.. great beaches,
snorkeling, surfing, and family fun
www.indonesia.travel
indonesia.travel
@indtravel
@indtravel

While serious recovery efforts are in
place, Masruroh is quick to point out that
they were not due to dented tourist arrival
numbers. She explained that the government regards Mandalika resort area in
Lombok as a priority destination, and is
determined to build the collective region
of Lombok up as one of the leading tourist lures of Indonesia.
Indeed, ITB Asia buyers told the Daily
that they are still eager to sell Lombok.
Although SH Oei, director of Asfalea,
the Netherlands, is “skipping Lombok for
now and recommending clients to visit
Bali or Flores and Komodo instead”, he
hopes to visit the destination by early 2019
to assess the ground situation.
Shwee Zin Htet, business development
associate of Spreetrip in Singapore, said:
“We have been sending travellers to Bali
and are looking for a new destination. We
are interested in Lombok as the next destination to offer.”
Shwee expects to see more attractive
packages in the marketplace as Lombok’s
promotion resumes, and she’s looking
forward to that as she feels Bali is becoming more expensive. – Additional reporting by Xinyi Liang-Pholsena and Mimi
Hudoyo

Longer term, unless the impact is
catastrophic, most destinations tend to
be quite resilient to natural disasters and
clients usually return. Perversely, a natural
disaster can sometimes raise a destination’s profile and it does put the destination in clients’ minds as a place they can
consider travelling to in the future.
2. Brexit is causing a lot of uncertainties. UK travellers seem worried about
higher costs of travel. How is this
impacting bookings at Premier?
The main impact we saw was the tumble
in value of the pound, which led to an
increase in price of anything bought using
a foreign currency. The pound has now
recovered to a certain extent and this
made travel more affordable again. We are
hoping that once Brexit does finally happen
in March next year, exchange rates don’t
tumble again.
What we are seeing is people being
nervous about their own finances and
the impact that Brexit may have on their
financial future. This has led to some being
more conservative with how they spend
their money. Clients are still travelling,
but are cutting back by staying in a lower
grade of accommodation, or travelling for
a shorter duration. We have also noticed a
cut in lead times for bookings with many
now waiting to ensure that they have the
finances to pay for a holiday.
3. What should Asian destinations be
on the look out for?
Opportunities will almost certainly exist for
destinations in the aftermath of Brexit – it
is up to us to take advantage of these opportunities and make Asian destinations an
attractive alternative to those who may be
nervous about taking a holiday in Europe
after March next year.
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4. What is your goal for Asia?
Asia is a core product for Premier Holidays
with destinations such as Thailand, Singapore and Malaysia among our biggest sellers. My aim is to continue to develop and
grow our business in this region. We have
excellent relationships with all of our suppliers and I aim to continue to work closely
with our hotels and ground partners to
further enhance what we offer. I will also
be on the lookout for new destinations and
products.
5. You remain contract manager for
Africa. Are there synergies?
Many synergies with both destinations
offering outstanding cultural experiences,
stunning scenery, beautiful wildlife, iconic
cities, great beaches, and superb hotel
products. I think it is fair to say that both
destinations enjoy a reputation for offering
excellent value for travel too.
6. You’ve been with Premier for 12
years. Business has changed a lot, a
key area being hotel consolidation.
Does it affect contracting?
Not necessarily. In Asia we contract directly with most of our properties and look
to maintain this direct relationship with
whoever the hotel is managed by. At the
end of the day it is all about ensuring that
our clients continue to enjoy staying at the
hotels we work with.
7. If you don’t worry about that, what
to you is the real challenge?
The whole job is a challenge! But it’s a
very enjoyable and rewarding one. David
Carlaw enjoyed an excellent reputation
in the industry and oversaw considerable
development and growth for Premier Holidays within the Asia region. It is my role to
continue his good work. – Raini Hamdi
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NYC sets up shop in Singapore
The new outpost extends a warm welcome to the whole of South-east Asia
By Pamela Chow
New York City’s official destination marketing organisation, NYC & Company,
has announced a new outpost in Singapore to stimulate further growth in Southeast Asian demand for travel to the American city.
Operated by Singapore-based Xzodus,
the representative office will oversee marketing outreach in Singapore, Malaysia,
the Philippines, Vietnam, Indonesia and
Thailand.
“We want to leverage on Singapore Airlines’ new direct flights between Singapore
and New York, and will also work with
other carriers like Eva Air, Philippine Airlines, Qantas and British Airways, as well
as the travel trade, to develop the markets,” shared Xzodus’ director Ee Lian Lee.
Lee explained: “We see a lot of potential
in the Philippines and Indonesia because
of their (society’s) growing affluence and
large population sizes.”
One of the campaigns for the region is
2019 – A Monumental Year, which spotlights a full slate of upcoming developments in the city to be opened next year.
These include large-scale projects such
as Hudson Yards in Manhattan; The Shed,
a multi-arts centre; Vessel, a visionary ur-

ban landmark; the new Statue of Liberty
Museum; as well as renovation and expansion of the Museum of Modern Art.
The campaign will also highlight recently
opened or upgraded attractions in New
York, such as Domino Park, Luna Park
Coney Island and the Seaport District
NYC’s Pier 17.
Accompanying these developments is a
schedule of hotel openings – with debuting names such as Marriott’s The Times
Square EDITION and Six Senses – that
will contribute to a forecasted 140,000
hotel rooms by the end of 2021, from
117,500 today.
Addressing concerns that political tensions may have affected tourism arrivals
to the US, NYC & Company’s senior vice
president, global communications, Christopher Heywood, revealed: “It’s something we have definitely had to weather
over the last couple of years.
“After inauguration last year, we spent
a lot of time going around the world and
reinforcing our diversity, welcoming spirit
and inclusivity, and reminding the world
that New York welcomes people from all
walks of life.”
Heywood expressed confidence in “all
this new airlift coming from this region”,

NYC & Company’s Christopher Heywood (third
from left), Xzodus’s Ee Lian Lee (second from
right) and the team from NYC & Company

citing Singapore Airlines’ direct flights,
as well as Philippine Airlines’ upcoming
Manila-JFK route, to begin operations on
October 29.
New York registered approximately
227,000 visitors from South-east Asia last
year – a reported 58 per cent growth from
2011 numbers – with the largest volume at
63,000 coming from the Philippines.

CLAW YOUR WAY TO
AVIS AND BUDGET
PRIZES, AND MORE,
AT TTG BOOTH R50
Unleash your arcade skills at the claw
machine and win prizes if you are
lucky with your catch!
There are over 130 prizes to be
won daily including three-day worldwide car rental, mobile accessories
and even Buddy plushies – Budget’s
well-loved mascot dog.
While at the booth, glam up best
smile with live photography service
from Avis and Budget (or spot the roving photographers across the hall) and
we will have your picture keepsake
ready to download within the hour.
You can also charge up your tech
and check out the latest show scoops
on our video feed. See you there!
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Funding declines for
new travel start-ups
Transaction, differentiation are key to get what’s left
research shows the top three verticals that
By Raini Hamdi
New travel start-ups in Asia-Pacific will failed (from 2008-1H2018) were nonface difficulty in getting funded as inves- transactional Inspiration, Itinerary and
tors bet on galloping horses that were Destination content.
“Social networking sites or
formed earlier.
inspiration-based sites may help
And that’s not the only bad
travellers, but investors question
news. New entrants face “unthe revenue source,” said Dongre.
precedented obstacles”, including
Yet, it is difficult to get tracincumbents that have become
tion with transactions unless the
more powerful through consoliproduct has sufficient differendation; product expansion into
tiation and marketing means,
travel by the likes of big brands
such as Google or Amazon; and Dongre: no appeal especially when the start-up is up
maturing start-ups that are being in non-transaction against giant incumbents such as
oiled by investors who prefer winners es- Booking and Expedia. Thus, interest from
tablished within the past few years (think investors have shifted to B2B, from B2C,
in the last two years.
India’s OYO or Hong Kong’s Klook).
However, there is still hope for small
That’s not to say, however, that funding
has dried up for new start-ups, sessions B2C start-ups. They could play in B2B
during WIT 2018 Bootcamp on Monday too, in areas such as personalisation or exand interviews conducted on the sidelines perience improvement, pointed out Bart
Bellers, founding partner and CEO of
of the event, heard.
“It is not impossible for new start-ups Xpdite Ventures.
Or, said Mizuho Hiraguri, corporate
to raise money,” said Coney Dongre, Phocuswright’s research analyst based in Ben- development, Recruit Holdings, they
might transform themselves into another
galuru, India.
The consensus is, the further away a type of business, more mobile for instance,
start-up is from transactions, the less at- provided they had begun with a core busitractive it is to investors. Phocuswright’s ness and had a clear value to offer.

Added Dongre: “Categories such as
software or product as a service have seen
phenomenal growth because of the interest in B2B. Nobody likes to have a legacy
system that would require millions of
dollars to be invested and see not much
of the product being used.”
But Norman Tan, CEO of uBingo, a
China travel start-up, remains optimistic.
He believes declining funding is “a normal cycle”.
“In the last couple of years lots of money were pumped into travel and travelrelated startups such as Uber. People felt
good, so a lot tried to get a piece of the
pie. But many were not sophisticated investors. Now, it’s winter, and we see those
funds go away.
(The funds) will return because good
companies are still surviving in China.
These focus on product and service.
Some 100 million new passports are expected in China in the next few years, and
these are new outbound travellers who
need trustworthy product and service,”
said Tan.
Asia also has emerging markets such as
the Philippines, where opportunities for
new travel start-ups are aplenty and are
expected to be watched by investors.
Worldwide, start-ups have raised
US$19 billion from 2008-1H2018, but
funding has been sliding since 2014, said
Dongre, citing a Phocuswright study.
North America leads with 38 per cent
share of start-ups. Last year was a phenomenal year for Asia-Pacific, with 42 per
cent of total funding raised for start-ups
here, including OYO’s US$1 billion deal.

What’s a show without popcorn?

IN BRIEF
Riu heads to the Maldives
Come Summer 2019, Riu Hotels &
Resorts will add two five-star Maldivian
properties to its global portfolio. Hotel
Riu Palace Maldivas will offer 176 keys
while Riu Atoll will have 264 rooms.
Central Vietnam shows up strong
Some 19 tour operators and tourism
enterprises, including Culinary Beach Resort - Furama Da Nang and Ariyana Convention Centre, from Central Vietnam’s
Hue, Danang and Quang Nam were in
Singapore to court local and international
buyers ahead of ITB Asia 2018. Singapore
is regarded as a key market for the region,
noted Tran Chi Cuong, deputy director
of Danang Tourism Department.

Singapore-based fun food supplier, Straits Union Holdings, is partnering TTG Asia Media to bring a
spot of tasty fun to ITB Asia 2018 delegates. Come grab your bag of popcorn from the TTG Asia Media
booth R50 before the show is over. And while you are here, say hi to our team of reporters and Straits
Union’s executive director, Elaine Chan (pictured centre). – Paige Lee Pei Qi

RWG shoots for the upper crust
Moving past its previous focus
on the middle-income traveller,
Resorts World Genting (RWG) is
now keen on growing its market
share of luxury travellers from
Asia, with the up-coming Twentieth Century Fox World Malaysia Theme Park, as well as host of
high-end products as bait.
Rocky Too, senior vice president sales & marketing at RWG,
believes that the integrated resort
up in the Malaysian highlands
have sufficient high-end products and services to charm the
well-heeled traveller.
The integrated resort’s luxury
stay offerings include the 140-key
Crockfords Hotel which opened
in 4Q2017, Grand Hotel and
Maxims. For recreation, wealthy

guests can indulge in a wide se- will be approaching major outlection of high-end retail shops, bound players and OTAs to define-dining restaurants and chic velop luxurious full-board packal fresco restaurants, and endless ages.
night entertainment
He added: “It is posin the form of pubs,
sible to fly them in on
dance clubs and karaour private jets or pick
oke studios.
them from the airport
Too noted that RWG
and drive them to the
today is different from
resort.”
three years ago, when
Also on RWG’s raadult night entertaindar for 2019 are C-level
ment options were few Too: loftier goals
meetings and high-end
and all F&B outlets
corporate incentives. It
were owned and managed by the intends to grow the number of
company itself. Back then, RWG such bookings by working closedrew mainly the middle-income ly with the Malaysia Convention
crowd.
& Exhibition Bureau, DMCs
To attract the luxury travel and foreign meeting planners
segment from China, India and from its core target markets.
the rest of Asia, Too said RWG – S Puvaneswary

Santika spins off
fresh, young brand

By Tiara Maharani
Santika Indonesia Hotels and Resorts has
debuted a three-star brand that carries a
modern and energetic vibe to cater to the
growing population of millennial travellers.
Sudarsana, general manager for corporate business development and marketing communications with the Indonesian
hotel company, said the new Kampi Hotel
brand is different from the Santika corporate image.
“Santika reflects Indonesian tradition,
culture and heritage, while Kampi is contemporary while retaining the heartfelt
hospitality quality that Santika properties
are known for,” he said.
Kampi’s contemporary nature is shown
in its service culture, which Sudarsana
said would be delivered by staff – known
as crafters – in a fun, friendly and casual
way. F&B served at Kampi hotels will also
be fusion or modern.
Millennial travellers can expect attractive, 1980s themed properties with “pretty
corners” to satisfy their desire for the best
social media snapshots.
The first Kampi hotel will soft-open in
Surabaya this November with 196 guestrooms, a ballroom, meeting rooms, a restaurant, and a fitness centre.
Sudarsana explained that Surabaya was
chosen to house the first Kampi hotel as
it is the second largest city in Indonesia,
and a “hub for millennials who want to
explore East Java”.
More Kampi hotels are in the plans, and
they will be located in big cities.
With Kampi, Santika Hotels and Resorts now boasts a portfolio of seven
brands including The Samaya, The Kayana, The Anvaya, Hotel Santika Premiere,
Hotel Santika and Amaris Hotel. Altogether, the company operates 110 hotels
across Indonesia.

CLIA Asia says #ChooseCruise,
launches travel agent search tool
Cruise Lines International Association (CLIA) has introduced a
search tool that allows consumers to identify CLIA-accredited
cruise agents based in Asia, and
rolled out a campaign to help
agents in the region sell cruise
holidays.
In a statement, CLIA said the
global #ChooseCruise campaign
aims to promote cruising as the
preferred holiday style and encourages travellers to book their
dream cruise holiday via a CLIAaccredited travel agent.
As part of the campaign,
CLIA’s Asia members will have
access to newly created marketing toolkits containing materials such as customisable media
releases, newsletter articles, so-

cial media tiles and infographics, which members can use to
develop promotional material
targeting local media, their email
database of clients and social
media followers.
A refreshed Cruising Southeast Asia 2018/2019 module is
available for agents to update
their knowledge.
The #ChooseCruise campaign
also includes themes highlighting Ocean, River, Luxury and
Expedition cruising.
Meanwhile, other agent education efforts by CLIA include
the Cruise World Asia event
and a two-hour cruise seminar
Navigating the Cruise Industry
Towards Greater Profits at ITB
Asia 2018.

Unite & Conqure Team Building in Bintan
Nothing beats being far away from the madding crowd when it comes to team bonding. Bintan Lagoon Resort offers
an extensive range of outdoor space, indoor venues, warm Indonesian hospitality and recreational resources for
incentive event planners. Just imagine…300 hectares of lush land, 1.5 km of beach, 50 plus land & water activities,
two 18-hole golf courses, 14 food & beverage options, Karaoke Lounge and a Nightclub to dance the night away!
Our mission is to unite and conquer as a means to grow businesses. We believe in starting from within just like you.

Start planning your Bintan getaway with our
Unite and Conquer Team Building Package from IDR 2,047,500 nett per person
(Includes stay, ferry, team building session, buffet lunch, BBQ Dinner and more!)

www.bintanlagoon.com
For booking enquiries please email us at reservations@bintanlagoon.com or call +65 6223 3223
PT Bintan Lagoon Resort Jalan Indera Segara Site A12, Lagoi, Teluk Sebong, Bintan, Kepri - Indonesia 29155

Follow us on
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In the spotlight

A developing palate
Singapore’s tourism and hospitality players are serving up a rich menu of culinary
offerings, driven by a publicity blitz from global events, writes Pamela Chow

F

ood and hawker fare have long
been a selling point for Singapore,
but now tourism and hospitality
players are cooking up a storm of
elevated gastronomical experiences to entice visitors to the city.
Singapore in recent years has seen a
brimming culinary calendar populated
with the likes of the Michelin chef series, Singapore Food Festival and Sentosa GrillFest, Beerfest Asia, Whisky Live,
World Gourmet Summit, Singapore Restaurant Week and Oktoberfest, with scores
of celebrity restaurants and F&B pop-ups
thrown into the mix.
For example, F&B distributor Mead –
which supplies premium Japanese imports
to restaurants such as Tippling Club and
Cut by Wolfgang Puck – has taken to introducing special sake pairing and food tasting sessions with its restaurant partners.
Andre Chalson, managing director
of Mead, shared: “Events like this round
out the Singapore culinary legend. It’s all
about storytelling, our story as a nation of
food aficionados. To truly live up to that
reputation, we must continue to embrace
all food cultures and hold events like this,
to give communities access to new culinary delights.”
Additionally, hoisted by high-profile
events such as the Trump-Kim summit
in June, as well as the popularity of bookturned-movie Crazy Rich Asians and TV
series Masterchef Singapore, more players
are raising the bar even higher for culinary
experiences.
Arron Lim, founder of The Inside Access, commented: “With the premiere of
Crazy Rich Asians, there will probably be
a surge in travellers interested to check out
what sort of luxury experiences there are
in Singapore.”
The Singapore-based curator recently
launched Insider Experiences, a menu
of bespoke private events that brings renowned chefs and restaurant partners to
any venue, including on a yacht with its
newest Chef On Board series.
Lim added that exposure on the golden
screen can also open up opportunities
for attractions beyond traditional luxury,
from Singapore’s “urban landscape to (its)

dining scene”.
The movie, for example, inspired food
tour company Wok ‘n’ Stroll to launch a
Crazy Rich Asians – “Behind the Scenes”
Food Tour in August. Its itinerary treats
participants to local food mentioned in
the novel and movie, such as carrot cake,
roti prata and Malay cakes at venues like
Newton Hawker Centre and Joo Chiat; as
well as more upscale venues like Michelin
Bib Gourmand restaurant New Ubin
Seafood at CHIJMES and LeVeL33 CraftBrewery Restaurant & Lounge.
“Singapore looks so attractive and sexy
in the movie. We wanted to give the audience the experience of being a crazy-rich
Asian for one evening,” shared Wok ‘n’
Stroll founder and CEO Karni Tomer.
For hospitality giant AccorHotels, Singapore’s burgeoning
identity as a culinary
destination has become an opportunity to enhance
the
group’s
F&B strategy.
Amir Nahai,
CEO food &
beverage and
lifestyle, AccorHotels,
said:
“Our
F&B
(offer)
was not where
it needed to be.
There were a lot of
opportunities to improve it for our guests.
We’ve embarked on a big
transformation,” he said.
Part of this transformation was the
acquisition of hotel groups such as Fairmont, Raffles and Swissôtel over the past
three years, which has brought AccorHotels “an element of luxury to its F&B”, said
Nigel Moore, director of F&B, Fairmont
Singapore & Swissôtel The Stamford.
He added: “What we’ve set out to do
is position our restaurants as standalone
restaurants. In the past, hotel restaurants
The Inside Access offers bespoke dining
and private events (above and right); a
Taste of Japan event by Mead (below)

had bad lighting, bad drinks and unsociable spaces, where you only went
because you were a hotel guest and
didn’t know where else to go.
“Now, in our luxury (properties), we don’t cookie-cut. So
you won’t find the same restaurant in a Fairmont in Mumbai
as in Singapore or New York.
People come to our restaurants
because they like the atmosphere
and the food.”
Exemplary of this is the highly
anticipated reopening of Raffles
Hotel Singapore next year, which
will launch 10 culinary spaces, including four new concepts BBR by
Alain Ducasse, La Dame de Pic by
three Michelin star chef
Anne-Sophie Pic, yì
by Singapore MasterChef Jereme
Leung
and
B u t c h e r ’s
Block.

It’s all about storytelling,
our story as a nation of
food aficionados.
Andre Chalson
Managing director, Mead
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One-stop destinations of fun
Asia’s integrated resorts are not just casinos with auxiliary facilities attached, but destinations offering seamless
leisure and entertainment attractions. Here’s a look at how key players are staying ahead of the curve

MACAU
A flurry of luxury hotel openings
Despite a raft of new hotel openings
in Macau, particularly in the luxury
segment, tourism players believe
there is still room for more integrated resorts (IRs) in the territory.
The US$3.4 billion MGM Cotai
– the company’s second property in
Macau – officially opened in February this year, offering 1,390 rooms
and suites, plus a wide array of retail
and F&B offerings in a 35-storey,
multi-hued exterior that resembles
stacked jewellery boxes.
The centrepiece of MGM Cotai’s entertainment attractions is the
Spectacle, a 2,000-seat theatre with
the world’s largest permanent indoor
LED screens.
Two unique luxurious hotel types,
Skyloft and the Mansion, are expected to be ready later this year, both
featuring a hotel-within-a-hotel concept first introduced at MGM Grand
Las Vegas.
Melco Resorts’ US$1.1 billion
Morpheus, which opened its doors
on June 15, marked a cornerstone
of City of Dreams’ Phase III development. Designed by the late Zaha
Hadid, the luxury hotel has been
dubbed an architectural icon for Macau with 770 rooms, suites and villas
wrapped in a free-form exoskeletonbound high-rise structure.
Morpheus also makes a clear play
for the premium market through its
dining and leisure amenities – including an entire floor dedicated to
two Ducasse restaurants and a bar;
the Pierre Hermé Lounge, the first
collaboration between Maison Pierre
Hermé Paris and a hotel in Greater
China; Morpheus Spa, featuring an
in-house spa butler concept and a

snow garden installation; plus a skyhigh pool perched 40 stories above
the ground.
Melco Resorts & Entertainment’s
CEO Lawrence Ho commented:
“Looking back a decade ago, nobody
believed Macau needed 30,000 to
40,000 hotel rooms. Today, the city is
home to almost 40,000 rooms, with
occupancy rate well above 90 per
cent, so I believe there is still capacity
for IR growth in future.”
The recent boost in Macau’s hotel
supply has not exerted a downward
pressure on room rates, asserted
Gray Line Tours’ managing director
Andy Wu.
Wu said: “Average occupancy hit
over 80 per cent, even with a length of
stay of less than two days. If tourists
stay longer, there will not be enough
rooms, so additional IRs are needed.
“However, it would be healthy to
have more three- to four-star hotels
since over 50 per cent of Macau’s
40,000 rooms fall into the luxury
five-star grade.”
And given Macau’s proximity to
China, a huge market source, Ho
believes that Macau will remain “the
number one IR destination”.
Furthermore, Macau is set to
“benefit immensely” when the Hong
Kong-Zhuhai-Macau Bridge opens
this year, he stated. – Prudence Lui
SINGAPORE
Established icons keep innovating
Eight years since they began operations, Singapore’s two major IRs,
Resorts World Sentosa (RWS) and
Marina Bay Sands (MBS), are pulling
out all the stops to stay ahead of the
game.
RWS’ key attractions, Universal
Studios Singapore (USS) and S.E.A.

Raptor Training
School, part of the
recent Jurassic
World: Explore
& Roar event at
Resorts World
Sentosa

Below: Morpheus
hotel opened in
June within City of
Dreams Macau

Aquarium, have rolled out thematic marquee events to boost repeat
visitor volumes. For USS, these feature intellectual property such as
TrollsTopia, Jurassic World: Explore
& Roar, as well as Stranger Things
content in the upcoming Halloween
Horror Nights.
Meanwhile, S.E.A. Aquarium
this year ran the month-long Ocean
Fest!, a marketplace showcasing
ocean-friendly products, immersive
art installations, underwater performances and upcycling workshops to
promote ocean conservation.
Outside of these key attractions,
RWS has maintained a calendar of
events to keep visitors hooked, including Football Fever 2018 to screen
live World Cup matches, as well as
food festivals RWS Street Eats and
the GREAT Food Festival. In total,
the destination sees more than 20
million visitors annually.
“From guest feedback, we found
that visitors are drawn to lifestyle
events that are immersive, engaging
and offering experiences unique to
Asia. RWS continues to reinvent our
offerings and develop more unique
and exciting programmes so we can
differentiate ourselves from the competition,” said a spokesperson.
Likewise, MBS has kept a schedule
of constant innovations. Following
the refurbishment of its 2,561 rooms
and suites, the IR has been leaning
on a suite of technological enhancements with new multimedia attractions such as the Digital Light Canvas
and Spectra.
Mike Lee, its vice president, sales,
shared that “refreshing the diverse
programming” has been a key investment for MBS. For example, the
ArtScience Museum has been hosting “blockbuster exhibitions” featuring popular franchises like Marvel.
The Lavo Italian Restaurant and
Rooftop Bar opened in January, and
2019 will see MBS launching the
Marquee nightclub, which will span
three floors and feature a full-sized
indoor Ferris Wheel.

Maunik Thacker, senior vice
president – marketing, shared that to
reach out to guests, particularly the
millennials, MBS has “shifted (its)
marketing efforts to focus on more
digital advertising”.
For example, data from MBS has
shown that “the Chinese market is
price sensitive, and discounts work
well in driving bookings”.
To cater to audiences in China,
Thacker explained that MBS “teamed
up with WeChat to roll out (its) marketing messages and promotions via
the app”.
Although IRs remain “hot” attractions for Chinese tourists, in particular for their shopping lures, Joseph
Sze, project director, CSI Marketing,
noted that tourist spots in Singapore
must work harder to “create an atmosphere and environment integrated with attractions” as the Chinese market begins to skew towards
“authentic and local” areas like the
heartlands. – Pamela Chow
PHILIPPINES
Still more rooms coming up
Resorts World Manila (RWM) will
swamp the market with 900 new
rooms with the opening of three
hotels – on top of the existing four
within the IR compound – in the
coming months, but industry observers believe the additional inventory can be absorbed by the growing
number of business and leisure travellers to the metro.
The 357-key Hilton Manila is
scheduled to open in 4Q2018, followed by a 191-key Okura, and a
350-key Sheraton, adding to four
existing hotels including a Maxim
(to be rebranded Ritz-Carlton next
year), Holiday Inn Express (rebranded from Remington), Marriott which
added 227 rooms in late 2016, and
homegrown brand Belmont.
Kevin Tan, executive director of
Alliance Global Group, Genting
Group’s partner in RWM, said in
a CNBC interview earlier this year
that the new openings will be part
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of RWM’s phase three expansion,
which also includes a new casino set
to “almost double the current gaming capacity we have right now”.
Colliers International research
manager Joey Bondoc said RWM’s
new hotels are in keeping with his
recommendation for operators to
continue developing four- and fivestar accommodations in key business
districts, as he foresaw continued
arrivals from major visitor source
markets thanks to the improvement
of the country’s infrastructure and
aggressive tourism marketing.
Bondoc also said RWM’s new hotels will be “propelled by expanding
activities in key business districts” in
Manila, including the growing number of business process outsourcing
offices, and an ideal complement to
RWM’s gaming and retail shops.
Mike Hain, groups manager of
Corporate International Travel and
Tours, said RWM’s new hotels are ultimately good for the market, where
“hotels dictate the price” due to the
limited choices. That’s why “if you
compare hotels here with those in
Asia, even for the same hotel brand,
we’re more expensive,” he remarked.
Hilton Manila general manager
Simon McGrath said that apart
from the corporate sector, the leisure market including staycationers
and tour groups will be drawn to the
area’s proximity to airports, high-end
shopping, F&B options, and what he
says is the hotel’s unique selling point
– a huge swimming pool and large
jacuzzi that will be shared by Hilton
and Sheraton. – Rosa Ocampo
MALAYSIA
Massive remake of RWG underway
Since the launch of the Genting Integrated Tourism Plan in December
2013, Resorts World Genting (RWG)
has undertaken major expansion and
refurbishment efforts throughout
the IR.
As part of the capital investment
of RM10.4 billion (US$2.6 billion),
upcoming attractions include the
Skytropolis Indoor Park and Twentieth Century Fox World Malaysia
Theme Park. No opening dates were

given for these two much-anticipated
offerings but TTG Asia understands
that both would “open soon”.
The Skytropolis Indoor Park will
boast 24 rides and attractions, while
the Twentieth Century Fox World
Malaysia Theme Park will feature
rides and attractions based on movies such as Ice Age, Rio and Night at
the Museum.
Several developments have already
been launched, such as the SkyAvenue mall offering diverse shopping and dining options as well as
SkySymphony, an orchestra of audio,
visual and motion graphics using
1,001 winch balls suspended from a
four-storey-high ceiling.
Other attractions include the
Awana SkyWay cable car system with
99 gondolas that ply along a 2.8kmlong track to allow visitors a bird’seye view of the 130-million-year-old
rainforest.
In terms of accommodation,
RWG currently has seven hotels totalling over 10,000 rooms. The fivestar Crockfords opened in early 2018
with 140 keys, adding to existing hotels Awana, Genting Grand, Maxims,
Resort Hotel, Theme Park Hotel and
First World Hotel.
Rocky Too, senior vice president
of sales & marketing at RWG, told
TTG Asia: “Our target is to attract
more people to come see the new
RWG. Last year, we had over 23 million visitors. We believe that when
the new theme parks open, there
will be more tourists coming from
India, China and neighbouring
countries.”
Too further shared that RWG is
working closely with key markets
and travel agents to keep them updated on the resort’s offerings, and
will be participating in tradeshows
and travel fairs in target markets like
China and India when the attractions are almost ready.
“As FITs and daytrippers are our
priority market segments, we will
also be working with OTAs and considering partnering with some hotels in Kuala Lumpur to offer room
plus theme park tickets packages,” he
added.

We believe that when the
new theme parks open,
there will be more tourists
coming from India, China and
neighbouring countries.”
Rocky Too
Senior vice president, Resorts World Genting

Inbound tour operators like Ally
Bhoonee, executive director at World
Avenues, believes that a “more exciting” RWG will “add value to the destination and make it easier for us to
market internationally”. – S Puvaneswary

Below, from left:
SkySymphony
lights and sound
show at Resorts
World Genting;
a guestroom at
Hilton Manila

VIETNAM
Playing catch-up in the IR game
The IR market is gaining momentum
in Vietnam, as the country welcomes
a swathe of developments to cater to
growing demand from the domestic
and regional markets – most notably
China, South Korea and Japan.
Jeff Redl, managing director of
Diethelm Travel Vietnam, said the
success of IRs in destinations such as
Dubai and Singapore has fuelled the
market’s growth in Vietnam.
He added: “The success of IRs
in various locations has proven this
particular model is pertinent and
profitable. It has already found its
clientele in certain markets and with
the growth of Asian travellers, demand will surely increase. Vietnam
has understood the needs for offering such IRs.”
Vinpearl is one of the country’s
major players with its resorts in Nha
Trang and Phu Quoc – two destinations where IR development is
prominent. Other areas include Danang and Hoi An, Nha Trang and
Cam Ranh, and between Hoi An and
Tam Ky.
Another game-changer in the
country’s IR market came in 2017
when the government lifted a long-

time ban on Vietnamese nationals
allowing them to gamble in two casinos on Phu Quoc, and at Van Don
Special Economic Zone in Quang
Ninh province. Both casinos are currently under construction.
In April, Laguna Lang Co beach
resort near Hue was also awarded
a casino license and is expected to
welcome both foreign and domestic
players by 2022.
Said Redl: “Gaming companies are
interested in the casino business in
Vietnam because the industry is still
new, there’s little competition and
those that arrive here first can easily
dominate the market and maximise
their profits.”
A study by academic Augustine
Ha Ton Vinh, who extensively researched Vietnam’s gaming industry
in late 2017, revealed Vietnamese
spend an estimated US$800 million
each year gambling abroad in places
such as Macau, Singapore and across
the border in Cambodia, making it a
lucrative business.
Anton Jurgens, general manager
of Exo Travel Vietnam, predicts that
if gambling is fully legalised in Vietnam, there would be a huge growth
in IRs with casinos. He added: “For
now, we think this will be focused on
Asian tourists and looks to be a strategy in developing the industry.”
Oleg Shafranov, general manager
of Khiri Vietnam, commented: “This
(lifting of the ban) will contribute to
increasing the role, so far insignificant, of IRs for the domestic market,”
she said. – Marissa Carruthers
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Moments in the sun

As Asia welcomes more arrivals each year, how are its coastal destinations faring? TTG Show Daily checks into
six prime beach destinations to see how they are making waves in the region’s tourism development scene
PHUKET: NOT PURELY BEACHES
Phuket has largely built its stature as a
beach holiday island, but it is increasingly
transforming into an urbanised holiday
destination, shaped by the forces of growing airlift, surging visitor numbers and
changing source markets.
“A definite shift in geographic markets
over the past 10 years”, with China, Russia and Australia making up bigger market shares than before, has led to “rising
demand for non-beach centric activities”,
according to a recent report by C9 Hotelworks.
Michael Ayling, general manager of
Blue Tree Phuket – a US$40 million water
park and lagoon destination opening in
early 2019 – thinks the attractions sector
is still underserved in Phuket, as the island
has comparatively fewer water parks than
Pattaya and Hua Hin.
Besides Blue Tree Phuket, other upcoming themed tourism attractions include Vana Nava Water Park, Entertainment Park, and Aquaria at the new Central
Festival mall extension.
The arrival of more theme parks will
enable Phuket to have a stronger yearround appeal, said Ayling, as the focus of
tourist activities can turn inland during
the monsoon months from May to October.
At the same time, the arrival of Middle
Eastern airlines bringing more direct air
connections to Phuket is already turning
the island into a year-round destination,
attracting not just the regional market but
European visitors too.
Matthew Hindmarch, director of hotels and resorts at Aksara Collection,
noted: “The Scandinavians are coming
year-round now thanks to growing air

connectivity. A traditional high season
market like Denmark is starting to travel
year-round.”
Following the recent expansion of
the Phuket International Airport, the
Airports of Thailand has announced a
US$1.8 billion second airport in Phang
Nga, just over the Sarasin Bridge. C9 expects Phuket’s improving infrastructure
to create a broader Greater Phuket Tourism Triangle that includes Phang Nga to
add diversity and refresh Phuket’s maturing global appeal.
However, industry players warn of
room oversupply in Phuket, which is already showing strains of overdevelopment, especially in Patong Beach.
“It’s getting difficult to sell Phuket,” said
Richard Brouwer, CEO of Khiri Travel,
as the deluge of hotel development and
visitors have made Phuket into “a prime
beach destination for the volume market”.
David Kevan, partner and product person of UK-based Chic Locations, agreed:
“Phuket doesn’t need any more hotels – it
has enough.”
According to C9, Phuket has a total of
1,774 tourist accommodation establishments with 84,427 keys as of 1Q2018, including registered and unregistered properties.
Meanwhile, the popular holiday island
sees no sign of abatement in its still-expanding hotel supply, including a Mandarin Oriental coming in 2022. – Xinyi
Liang-Pholsena
CEBU: OVERTOURISM RISK WITH GROWING POPULARITY
More hotels and resorts will dot Cebu’s
Mactan Island over the next several years,
with investors and visitors lured by the

Above, from left: Shangri-La’s Mactan Resort and Spa, Cebu; upcoming Blue Tree Phuket water park

destination’s growing popularity and better accessibility.
Already boasting the biggest cluster of
upmarket hotels and resorts including a
Shangri-La, Movenpick, Plantation Bay
and Maribago, Cebu will soon welcome
the 271-key Dusit Thani Mactan Cebu
in 4Q2018, the 250-key Sheraton Mactan
Resort in 2019, plus upmarket local hospitality brands like Aruga, Grafix, Ayala
Land’s Seagrove in the pipeline.
Mactan, already known as a luxury
beach destination, will undoubtedly draw
more tourists with the July opening of
Mactan-Cebu International Airport’s
(MCIA) resort-themed Terminal 2.
With better airport infrastructure and
an array of properties that other destinations lack, Cebu is now the top alternative
destination in lieu of Boracay, which was
closed for a six-month rehabilitation since
April 26.
Indeed, Margie Munsayac, vice president – sales and marketing, Bluewater
Resorts, confirmed that rooms in Mactan
are difficult to secure at the moment in
Mactan as it benefits from Boracay’s closure.
Mactan attracts mainly Asians, specifically North Asians, for stays of three to
four nights.
Jid Velasco, director of sales and marketing, Plantation Bay Resort and Spa in
Mactan, shared that there’s almost no distinction between the high and low seasons
for the property due to the steady stream
of guests year-round.
But with hotel and resort developments
centred in Mactan’s Puerto Engano area,
the destination’s “carrying capacity is becoming a real concern for the industry”,
said Jojo Clemente, president of Tourism

Congress of the Philippines (TCP), who
also urged a study to address the possibility of overcapacity and overdevelopment
in Mactan.
Clemente, who became an advocate for
establishing the carrying capacity of tourist destinations in the Philippines following Boracay’s closure, opined that Mactan
can still accommodate “a few more resorts” to maintain its current arrivals but
certainly “not too much” to avoid strains
on the island’s resources. – Rosa Ocampo
LANGKAWI: UNSECO STATUS
A NATURAL ASSET
For Langkawi, the UNESCO Global Geopark status is a valuable marketing asset
the destination heavily relies on, attracting
visitors drawn by its offerings of pristine
beaches, mangrove swamps and billionyear-old limestone formations.
Iskandar Zulkarnain, director of sales
and marketing at The Andaman, A Luxury Collection Resort, Langkawi, shared
that the UNESCO Global Geopark status
is what differentiates Langkawi from Bali’s
culture and Phuket’s nightlife.
He said: “The tagline, Naturally Langkawi, complements the UNESCO Global
Geopark status and attracts nature lovers
and holidaymakers looking for ecotourism attractions.”
But connectivity remains a key challenge for this Malaysian beach destination, with international links limited to
Singapore, and Guangzhou, Kunming
and Guiyang in China.
Langkawi Development Authority
(LADA) CEO, Azizan Noordin, is currently looking into improving the destination’s air accessibility by lobbying for more
international airlines – namely Qatar Air-
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From left: JW Marriott Phu Quoc Emerald Bay Resort & Spa; rendering of soon-to-open One&Only Desaru Coast Beach

ways, Emirates, Finnair, Thai Airways and
Hainan Airlines – to launch direct flights
to Langkawi.
LADA is also in talks with Germany’s
Condor Air, which will commence services between Frankfurt and Kuala Lumpur
from November.
To encourage airlines to test new routes
to Langkawi, LADA is providing chartered flights with incentives.
Welcoming such initiatives on the authorities’ part, Anthony Wong, president
of Langkawi Business Association as
well as group managing director, Asian
Overland Services Tourism & Hospitality Group, said: “For a destination with
limited direct flights from foreign destinations, getting charters is a good start. It
allows the airline to gauge whether there is
a market for the destination and whether
it will be viable to commence scheduled
flights later.”
As part of its strategy to encourage foreign tourists to spend longer than the average duration of four days/three nights,
Azizan said LADA is looking for investors to develop a premium outlet, a water
theme park, and a private medical centre
in Langkawi. – S Puvaneswary
BINTAN: LUXURY SHEEN GROWING
Bintan has long been a weekend getaway
for city slickers from Singapore, but few
would associate the Indonesian island
as a real luxury destination because of a
perceived lack of infrastructure to cater to
the upper upscale market, and little by the
way of a concerted and coordinated effort
among its players to market it as one.
This is steadily changing as more highend accommodation and facilities open
on the island, their own marketing and
promotions helping to lift the island’s
high-end image to a global audience and,
perhaps eventually, creating a critical mass
needed to trumpet Bintan jointly and
consistently as a glamorous getaway.
The presence of fresh company could
be good news for Banyan Tree Holdings,
the swashbuckler which led the way in
the luxury market by opening Banyan
Tree Bintan in 1994 in Lagoi, an area that
boasts pristine coastline, tropical jungles
and unspoiled natural landscapes.
Then came The Sanchaya, which entered Bintan in December 2014 and paved
the way for a new era of uber luxury on
the island as an exclusive beachfront es-

tate featuring 29 villas and suites. Its fourbedroom Vanda Villa is said to be Bintan’s
only US$10,000-a-night villa.
The question is, beyond more luxury
accommodations, what is actually luxurious about Bintan?
Just as Banyan Tree Bintan peddled
the idea of a world-class retreat when it
opened – which obviously sells as the resort is still standing after 24 years – The
Sanchaya’s estate manager Magnus Olovson too believes in “restorative” luxury.
Said Olovson: “New York has its Hamptons, Sydney the Blue Mountains and
Rome its Naples (for weekend escapes)...
In Singapore, Bintan has emerged as such a
retreat, proving to be a major drawing card
for the well heeled. Bintan is also an ideal
go-to retreat for those wishing to temporarily escape bustling Jakarta.
Bintan Resorts International spokesperson Iris Kok also pointed out that the
island has more than just luxury accommodation to cater to luxe travellers. Citing
Treasure Bay Bintan as an example, she
said: “Treasure Bay Bintan has gotten so
much social media attention and is instafamous for the appealing shade of blue of
its 6.3ha Crystal Lagoon, South-east Asia’s
first and largest recreational sea-water lagoon.”
The newest luxury kid on the block in
Bintan is Cenizaro Hotels & Resorts, a
Singapore-based group which owns The
Sheraton Towers Singapore, and owns
and operates its own upmarket hotel
brand, The Residence, with properties
in Tunisia, Mauritius, Zanzibar and Maldives.
Cenizaro shows its confidence in Bintan as an upmarket destination not only
by fielding the latest Residence there, but
in a greenfield site in the east of the island,
far away from Lagoi which is in the north.
Andy Xie, executive director of The
Residence Bintan, commented: “Bintan has grown a lot in terms of visibility
with (government) initiatives such as the
Batam-Bintan Crossborder (an event to
develop the Singapore and Malaysian
markets for Batam and Bintan) last year.
“We believe there will be many forthcoming initiatives that will further put
Bintan on the map, which is why we have
also chosen to open a property there.” –
Mimi Hudoyo
PHU QUOC: A NEW STAR ARISES
Vietnam’s emerging island of Phu Quoc is
welcoming a crop of luxury properties, at-

tracting a new tier of traveller to its shores.
Phu Quoc has planted itself on the
global tourist radar and is gearing up to
be a major player in the country’s tourism
stakes, welcoming an increasing number
of visitors and development.
According to the latest figures from Vietnam National Administration of Tourism, in 2017 the island received nearly two
million visitors, a 35 percent year-on-year
increase. This figure is expected to rise,
with Phu Quoc International Airport undergoing an upgrade to handle five million visitors annually by 2020 and seven
million by 2030.
The latest wave in Phu Quoc’s rise has
seen a swathe of luxury resorts land on the
island, transforming it from a relatively
unknown spot on the South-east Asia
backpacker trail to a sought-after destination.
The opening of the 459-room Phu
Quoc Long Beach Resort in June is among
the latest of international brands launching on Phu Quoc.
JW Marriott Phu Quoc Emerald Bay
Resort & Spa opened in 4Q2017, while
Novotel Phu Quoc opened in 2016 as
part of five-star Sonasea Villas & Resorts
tourism complex, Vinpearl Phu Quoc
complex, comprising a five-star hotel and
villas, amusement park, golf course and a
wildlife safari.
In the luxury pipeline is BIM Group’s
Regent Residences Phu Quoc, which will
be the island’s first six-star resort when it
opens in 2020.
While the raft of luxury properties plug
the current shortage of availability during
peak months, Linh Le, group managing
director of Asia DMC, expresses fears of
Phu Quoc losing its natural charm.
“Once built, the developments will
establish Phu Quoc as an international
destination,” he said. “However, natural
beach landscapes will be replaced with
manicured beach landscapes belonging
privately to resorts and dedicated to resort
guests.”
Atilla Mesut Erda, chief operating officer at Fusion Resort Phu Quoc, which
opened in mid-2017, added it is vital the
island’s natural appeal is preserved by developers.
She said: “The local community and
stakeholders need to ensure Phu Quoc
does not lose its traditional charm, clean
environment, pristine beaches, and the
friendly spirit of the locals.” – Marissa
Carruthers

DESARU: SUNNY DAYS AHEAD FOR AN
INTEGRATED DESTINATION
Desaru Coast is fast shaping up as a tourism hotspot in Malaysia, as the integrated
destination in South-eastern Johor welcomes a host of developments and attractions.
Developed by Desaru Development
Holdings One, Desaru Coast is home to
four hotels and resorts, two world-class
golf courses, a themed water park, a retail
village as well as a conference centre.
By the end of 2018, the destination
will see the launch of the 365-room Hard
Rock Desaru Coast, the 275-key The Westin Desaru Coast Resort, and One&Only
Desaru Coast, which will offer 42 suites,
two luxury suites and an exclusive fourbedroom villa. This will be followed by
Anantara Desaru Coast Resort & Villas in
2019.
The Desaru Coast Conference Centre,
due to open by end 3Q2018 and managed
by The Westin Desaru Coast Resort, is a
fully-equipped multipurpose venue with
a banquet area and exhibition space that
can host up to 1,000 participants.
Desaru Coast Adventure Waterpark,
which opened in July, is also an anchor attraction, offering unique rides such as the
first-ever water coaster in the region and
one of the largest wave pools in the world.
Golfing is a key recreational attraction in the destination. The Els Club
Desaru Coast comprises two manicured
golf courses that feature 45 holes in total;
Ocean Course, a 27-hole golf course designed by four-time major winner Ernie
Els; and Valley Course, an 18-hole golf
course designed by Els in collaboration
with major champion, Vijay Singh.
Roslina Arbak, CEO, Desaru Development Holdings One, said key foreign
markets targeted are Singaporeans as well
as tourists travelling to Malaysia via Singapore, Indonesia, China, Hong Kong and
India.
She added: “While our primary focus
is to attract holidaymakers, we are also
mindful that Malaysia is growing to be
one of the most preferred business events
destinations for foreign delegates.
“Further, we believe Desaru Coast,
with its integrated destination offerings,
situated along a pristine 17km beachfront, is well placed to capture the growing “bleisure” market, benefiting from its
unique mix of corporate and leisure facilities and strategic location,” said Arbak.
– S Puvaneswary

4,200+ HOTELS, 100+ COUNTRIES.
GLOBAL BRAND DELIVERS
MORE LOCATIONS. MORE CUSTOMERS. MORE REVENUE.

For more information:
asiadevelopment@bestwestern.com
bestwesternasia.com
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China keeps growing and evolving
Upmarket Chinese travellers are willing to disconnect in order
to connect with local communities. Caroline Boey reports
how the fast-rising market keeps growing and changing
LeonWang/shutterstock

B

with National Geographic and
is taking clients on African expeditions, discovery trips to places
like Sri Lanka and other experiential holidays.
Aymeric Naudin, assistant
general manager, said: “Apart
from expeditions to Kenya, Zanzibar and Tanzania with expert
guides, we also launched travel
to South America this year.
“We are seeing a good mix of
travellers and a growing number of three-generation family
groups and two or three families
travelling together, where the
children are connected (perhaps
studying in the same school),” he
added.
Another trend is the early
booking – a year in advance – of
Sparkle Tour’s new products like
rivers cruises in Budapest and
Amsterdam.
Naudin said: “Our clients are
well travelled and know exactly
what they want. They want the
best, unique experience – best
views, best cabins, etc. They
know they are competing with
markets which book early like
the US, on expeditions to the
Arctic, Antarctica, Africa and

huangzheng /shutterstock

oth large and boutique
luxury travel companies catering to the
Chinese upmarket traveller are bullish about outbound
prospects in 2019, and those
willing to name a number say
business growth next year could
range between 20 per cent and 40
per cent, compared to 2018.
At press time, Bamboo Zhou,
CEO and founder of 8 Continents Travel, reported business
growth of 30 per cent in 1H2018
and expects demand to continue
to be strong next year. Zhou forecasts an increase of 40 per cent
increase in 2019.
The agency’s clients, of which
50 per cent are repeats, already
have a good picture of their company results, Zhou commented.
The clientele – comprising 30
per cent top luxury travellers, 40
per cent luxury travellers and 30
per cent affordable luxury travellers – rely on recommendations
from friends on where to go.
8 Continents Travel then puts
together a tailor-made itinerary
based on the customer’s needs
and recommends an all-inclusive
trip or one that needs to incorporate free time for self-discovery.
Zhou observed: “While 70 per
cent of our clients can do their
own research, our top luxury
clients prefer not to. They would
rather spend the time with their
families and friends. Most are
also not price-sensitive.”
According to Sparkle Tour,
a luxury brand under CYTS
formed in 2014, its clients are
high net worth individuals whoholidayed with the parent company since its inception some 40
years ago.
To accommodate today’s luxury traveller, Sparkle Tour has
formed a strategic partnership

Above: Whistler, in Canada, is gaining
popularity among Chinese skiers
Below: Night view of Galleries Lafayette and The Haussmann Boulevard, a
prime shopping avenue in Paris

(For most of my
customers) luxury
travel is not just
about the hardware. What is
important is the
experience and
good-quality guide
service.
Fanny Liao
Director, Letravels

South America.”
He observed that many clients,
who are “very successful business
people”, are proficient in English,
but opt for language services as
they are eager to have a deeper
understanding of the local culture, and that philanthropy – and
donating sums of US$100,000 to
help worthy causes – is not unheard of.
“Business in 2019 will increase
for sure, but by how much I cannot say. Bookings for both our
National Geographic expeditions and river cruise are already
‘above target’, and we will continue to innovate by introducing
new destinations, brands and
experiences.
“Skiing in Niseko in Japan, for
example, is extremely popular
and skiers are now travelling to
Whistler in Canada, Switzerland
and France. We have to offer different unique experiences – like
ice golf in Megève, in southeastern France – for those who
do not ski.”
China digital marketing company Dragon Trail Interactive, in
a recent ski report on the Chinese market, said ski destinations and companies should include information on what other
things there are to see and do in
the area, including sightseeing,
local food and other special experiences, such as spas.
Naudin continued: “Luxury travel is no longer about a
RMB5,000 (US$728) a night
hotel stay. The Chinese upmarket traveller is keen on a ‘rustic’
experience if it is genuine and
unique. Yes, they can be unhappy
if there is no Wi-Fi, but based
on the destination and experience – like being in a safari in the
middle of nowhere – and if they
are prepared and know what to
expect, they are happy to disconnect to connect.
“Our clients are also more
food adventurous and demand
to try the local cuisine,” he said,
“and equally enjoy a Michelinstar restaurant experience and
will travel to the Raffles Hotel in
Singapore, for example, just to
experience the new dining offerings.”
Shanghai-based multiple me-

dia platform company China i2i
Group, which uses WeChat and
Weibo heavily to connect luxury
consumers and sellers, said its
research suggests shopping is the
primary goal of why the Chinese
upmarket traveller travels.
According to CEO, Alexander
Glos, respondents list competitive pricing as the most important, but he believes it is the “real”
luxury shopping experience in
London, Milan or Paris or at Tiffany in New York.
Glos added: “It is also about
the ability to explore a large
number of luxury products of
brands they favour and receiving
top service and bespoke experiences like being picked up and
concierge assistance for delivery,
insurance and shipping.
“Many high net worth individuals want to visit the watch
workshop or go to the village
where the watchmaker is based
and enjoy a personalised sales
process,” he observed.
According to Fanny Liao, director of boutique travel agency
Letravels, set up in 2015, trips of
10 days to two weeks are common, and some Chinese upmarket travellers now want to spend
up to almost a month in one destination.
Liao said the trip in question –
to Egypt and costing more than
RMB50,000 before factoring in
business class air travel – was requested by a couple who wanted
a “relaxing trip”.
“Apart from safety and security issues, our clientele is not
affected by economic and political uncertainty. Our outlook for
2019 is definitely positive and we
are forecasting growth of about
20 per cent as demand for new
experiences is strong.
“For example, a new product we launched in 2018 was
North Korea, which has been in
the news and our customers are
wanting to experience the celebrations and festivals there.
“More of our customers are
also curious to travel to places
on the Belt and Road Initiative.
For them luxury travel is not
just about the hardware. What is
important is the experience and
good-quality guide service.”
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Trends Luxury outbound

Make travel, not trade war
Hong Kong’s high-end outbound travel market is expected to remain
resilient in the face of Sino-US tensions. Prudence Lui reports

Natural Selection

We want to create nonGoogleable experiences
– unique, tailor-made trips
which are different from prepackaged tours.
Charlotte Harris
Director of sales and marketing, Charlotte Travel

F

ew believe that external uncertainties like the Sino-US
trade war, which was escalating at press time in late
September, will derail the appetite
for outbound travel among Hong
Kongers.
Total billings for air ticket sales
grew 7.2 per cent to HK$19.5 billion (US$2.5 billion) in the first eight
months of the year, compared with
the same period in 2017, indicating
that the market overall is healthy.
A survey released by Kayak also
shows that Hong Kong travellers are
spending big bucks on travel, which
reflects that travel is now an integral
part of their lifestyle. About 34 per
cent opt to stay in luxury five-star
hotels, the highest percentage compared with other Asian countries.
But they also expect a big bang for
their big bucks.
According to Charlotte Harris,
director of sales and marketing of
Charlotte Travel, Hong Kong travellers are demanding more experiencedriven travel with high expectations
of personalisation – something that
is difficult to get right without the
help of a personal travel advisor.
Harris believes that travel is personal. “When it comes to planning
a trip, we all want something different. Travellers are demanding more
of their travel. They look to enrich
their lives through their trips and
want even more personalisation. For
example, a client may be looking for
cultural immersion in a daring adventure but still expect privacy, authenticity and customisation in the
trip.”
Adventure travel is rising, said
Harris, who sees more of her clients
wanting to go off-the-beaten track to
see or do something new or authentic. For example, Iceland has been

hot on its list for a few years now,
however many of her clients love
their trip so much that they want to
go again and also cover Greenland.
Croatia has also put itself back on
the map with its recent World Cup
success.
Said Harris: “This is where we
come in. The relationships Charlotte
Travel has with our clients and our
partners are of utmost importance
when planning trips. By maintaining
the human touch and exemplary service, the loyalty increases. The more
we know about our clients, the easier
it is to plan their trips and to surprise
them with special experiences during
their trips.
“We want to create non-Googleable experiences – unique, tailormade trips which are different from
pre-packaged tours. I am recruiting
new talent (relationship & experience-orientated) into the travel industry. We are also reshaping our
corporate culture internally to match
the personalities of our clients.”
At A2A Safaris, sustainable tourism is at the core of its business and
it always encourages clients to participate in various conservation activities
with the wildlife and local communities that they interact with. Since the
company started in 2002, business
has grown exponentially and, over
the past year, has turned in a doubledigit growth in the number of clients,
according to general manager Faith
Coetzee.
She remains cautiously optimistic
about business prospects in future
and expects the experiential travel
trend to gain momentum, with more
people exploring far-flung destinations like Latin America or Africa.
Coetzee said: “At the macro level, the developed countries in Asia
are growing in affluence and many

Above: Affluent
Hong Kongers are
seeking experiential travel in farflung destinations
Below: Croatia’s
now on the radar of
Hong Kong travellers, due to its
recent World Cup
success

Asians are now willing to spend more
for vacations. What drives growth is
a combination of economic growth,
political stability, wealth creation and
confidence in their future. Moreover, luxury travel will continue to be
the antithesis of overtourism, where
destinations are overcrowded by an
overwhelming number of visitors,
which negatively affects the quality
of experiences and life in the area.
“In 2019, we expect the experiential travel trend to deepen as guests
become more adventurous in seeking out unique experiences. We have
organised many once-in-a-lifetime
activities such as running with the

locals from the Masai tribe in Kenya, horse-back safari in Botswana,
quad biking in Makgadikgadi, biking through the reserves in Tanzania,
urban food foraging tours, photographic trips (with photo hides and
digital dark rooms included) and
yoga retreats.
“At the same time, we find that
travellers are also looking for opportunities to make a difference at their
destinations as they become more
aware of the sustainability issues that
the world faces. They are increasingly
looking for ways to be involved in
conservation projects during their
trips,” Coetzee noted.

Destination Indonesia

Local brands thrive
Homegrown companies are hard at work, expanding portfolios and refining
brands. Mimi Hudoyo takes stock of Indonesia’s flourishing hospitality scene that
has caught the interest of domestic and international guests alike
The Anvaya Beach Resort Bali, part of Santika
Indonesia’s growing portfolio across the country

T

he hospitality industry in Indonesia is flourishing on the back
of the country’s brisk tourism
sector. Not only are more global
hotel companies coming in and growing
their presence beyond the major destinations, homegrown hotel brands too have
been hard at work.
Larger homegrown groups like Santika
Indonesia Hotels & Resorts, Archipelago
International and Tauzia Hotel Management have consistently been growing their
portfolio, while smaller players, such as
Sahid International Hotel Management
and Consultant, have been steadily scaling
up in recent years.
New names such as Jambuluwuk Hotels & Resorts, Dafam Hotel Management,
Artotel Group and Sudamala Resorts have
also entered the hospitality space to grab a
piece of the huge domestic travel pie and
the growing international market.
Launched in 2011, Artotel Group currently operates five properties with five
more to open this year and six next year,
the majority of which will be under its
midscale Artotel brand. The group also
has an upscale (Curated Collection) and
economy brand (Bobotel).
“We are collaborating with rising young
talented artists and art galleries. Artotel
strives to enhance guest experience while
promoting local contemporary art to the
world,” said Erastus Radjimin, CEO of Artotel Group.
Meanwhile, Jambuluwuk Hotels & Resorts’ properties combine traditional ele-
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RSVP at TTG Booth R50 By 19 October, 4pm
Cozy up with the industry in the company of Singapore’s best race
horses, food and wine. Just for fun, place your bets and if lady luck
is on your side, you may leave with fuller pockets.
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ments with a modern touch. The group
currently owns and operates five properties in Yogyakarta, Bali, Puncak, Batu and
Gili Trawangan, and is reaching out to international wholesalers as well.
Mella Purwanaika, Jambuluwuk’s vice
president marketing, commented: “We
have surveyed some of the governments
10 New Bali’s such as Morotai. We find
(the locations) beautiful but it would
probably be some time before we enter
these markets, as we want to concentrate
on destinations that are more ready (to
welcome tourists).”
Jambuluwuk’s owning company Arcs
House is hence planning to open outposts
in Labuan Bajo, Ubud and Bandung,
tourist destinations that are growing in
popularity. The group is also seeking to
expand its management service into existing and new hotels.
Family-owned Sudamala Resorts
launched its first property, Sudamala
Suites & Villas, in Bali’s Sanur in 2015,
and now has properties in Lombok and
Labuan Bajo (Komodo), with another one
coming in east Bali.
Sudamala’s owning company, Griya
Usaha, is keen to developing bespoke
boutique resorts with strong local cultural
characters. Emily Subrata, director of
Griya Usaha, said: “My father is a great art
collector so there are many artistic masterpieces adorning our properties. Each
suite has its own unique interior design,
and we are careful to make our properties
blend in with the environment, particu-

larly its local culture.”
Sahid International Hotel Management
& Consultant, which was previously content with maintaining its existing properties, has now adopted an aggressive strategy to plant its brands around Indonesia.
Said Sahid’s director of sales, marketing and business development, Vivi
Heelambang: “Our aim is to have a hotel in every city in the country, whether
(through new-builds) where we get involved from scratch or taking over existing hotels.”
In the last couple of years, Sahid Hotels has acquired management of existing
properties in Maumere, Kupang, Wakatobi and Banyuwangi, while new hotels
will be opening on Bangka Island, Gili
Trawangan, Serpong and Bandung. In the
pipeline are properties in Pangandaran,
Timika and Yogyakarta.
“There are nice hotels with good locations in exotic destinations managed by
individual owners, which have not been
very successful in operations. We take over
the management of such hotels that we believe have the potential; most of them did
not perform merely because of the lack of
management skills,” Vivi elaborated.
Most of the hotels, within months of
the takeover, have seen their occupancy
and revenue increased by 200-300 per
cent, according to Vivi.
“Some hotels needed renovations,
while others needed additional amenities
and our sales marketing channels to make
them visible to markets,” she added.

Hot stuff
Swiss-Belhotel Pangkalpinang

Swiss-Belhotel Pangkalpinang has
opened in the heart of Pangkalpinang
– the capital of the Bangka Belitung
province off the east coast of Sumatra.
The hotel features 145 rooms and suites,
the Swiss-Café Restaurant, lobby lounge,
wine bar, fitness centre, spa, swimming pool, three meeting rooms and a
ballroom for up to 875 pax.

The Alana Hotel & Conference
Center – Sentul City

Archipelago International has launched
The Alana Hotel & Conference Center –
Sentul City, a 271-key property located
in a 3,000ha integrated master-planned
township between South Jakarta and
Bogor. The hotel has an all-day dining
restaurant, 15 meeting rooms, a mini
ballroom for up to 400 pax, swimming
pools, gym, spa and a Sky Lounge.

Ayana Komodo Resort,
Waecicu Beach

Last month, this Ayana resort opened
its doors in Labuan Bajo, Flores, the
gateway to Komodo National Park. The
205-key property has seven F&B outlets,
spa, gym, swimming pools, kids club,
private beach and jetty, ballroom and
meeting spaces.

Prambanan temple in Yogyakarta

Jakarta from up high

This private helicopter tour package offered
at the Fairmont Hotel Jakarta includes
accommodation, a fine-dining experience,
a 15-minute helicopter ride, two glasses
of champagne upon arrival, and buffet
breakfast for two at Spectrum restaurant.
There are two helicopter types that guests
can choose from: the Bell 505 for up to
four passengers, or the Bell 429 for up to
six passengers.

Temple hopping in a jeep

Stupa Prambanan has partnered Jeep
Wisata Adventure to roll out a jeep tour,
which takes participants to small temples
surrounding Yogyakarta beyond the more
popular ones such as Borobudur. On the
itinerary are Prambanan, Plaosan, Sojiwan,
Ijo and Banyunibo temples. At Batu Papal,
visitors can take in views of Klaten city.
Another stop is the volcanic rock hill of
Tebing Breksi (Breksi Cliff).

VISIT OUR BOOTH AT
ARIYANA CONVENTION CENTRE DANANG
WHERE THE OCEAN INSPIRES YOUR EVENTS
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Destination India

Facing an uphill task
As tourism players in West Bengal work to rejuvenate arrivals to Darjeeling, they are
realising that product awareness is lacking in overseas markets, finds Rohit Kaul
Sean Pavone/shutterstock

Tourist arrivals took a hit after the temporary closure of Darjeeling, known for its tea plantations

W

est Bengal has yet to realise
its full potential in tourism,
said industry stakeholders
in the state, owing to a lack
of awareness about its rich array of products and experiences.
Furthermore, separatist agitations lasting for 104 days in Darjeeling last year
forced a shutdown of the holiday hill
town, impacting inbound visitor arrivals.
The movement has since been called off.
Debjit Dutta, CEO of Impression
Tourism Services, who is also chairman,
Indian Association of Tour Operators,
West Bengal Chapter, said: “Last year’s inbound season was hit very badly because
of the agitation, as Darjeeling is one of the
most visited destinations in the state.
“An estimated 70 per cent of the tour-

ist traffic in West Bengal visits Darjeeling,
and about 80-85 per cent of my company’s business took a hit.”
West Bengal recorded about 1.5 million
foreign tourist arrivals in 2016, according
to statistics from India’s tourism ministry.
While 2017’s statistics are not yet available
at press time, the trade expects a major
decline in international tourist arrivals
overall.
“I travelled to six cities in the US as
part of a PATA India roadshow. Tour
operators there had no idea about the
tourism products available in West Bengal and were very excited after learning
about them.
“However, post the stalemate we were
unable to reap the benefits of our marketing efforts. We were flooded with ques-

tions on the situation there, but we didn’t
have answers,” lamented Dutta.
He added that a major US-based tour
operator – who had planned about 130
groups for last year – had to cancel all its
groups due to the Darjeeling unrest.
Europe, the US and Australia were key
international source markets that posted
significant declines for Dutta’s company.
Arun Anand, managing director,
Midtown Travels, added: “West Bengal
hasn’t been able to realise its true potential due to a lack of awareness about
its diverse tourism products that range
from river cruises to Sunderbans National
Park.
“Unfortunately last year’s unrest not
only affected business in 2017, but also
his year’s international tourist arrivals as

March-June is the period when foreign
tour operators plan their brochures, and
they are apprehensive whether the situation will remain peaceful in Darjeeling
this year.”
Earlier this year, the tourism department of West Bengal organised a Destination East event that saw participation
from about 100 buyers from overseas
markets like the US, the UK, Russia and
Australia.
“Such events will go a long way in
broadcasting the message to domestic and
international markets that the situation
is normal in Darjeeling,” said Dutta.
Other industry players, on the other
hand, have reported a marginal increase
in international business despite the Darjeeling unrest.
“We were not hit by the situation in
Darjeeling as river (tourism) is a different journey. We recorded growth of about
seven per cent in our inbound business,”
said Sushila Ramamoorthy, executive director, Vivada Cruises.
The German market has been a major contributor to Vivada Cruises’ business while increase in demand from the
US, Australia and Canada was also recorded.
Sushila pointed out that river cruises
has more potential to grow if the Ministry
of Tourism had “a holistic and separate
campaign for this niche product”.
The state tourism department is currently looking into this, and promoting
other niche tourism products aside from
cruises, such as adventure, wellness and
medical tourism, to draw international
visitors. A new state tourism policy will be
introduced later this year to provide impetus to these verticals.
“We are now looking to support themebased tourism products and will encourage private investment in such areas. We
will also ensure world-class service standards in (both the) tourism and hospitality
sectors through skill development,” said
West Bengal’s tourism minister Gautam
Deb.
“(For instance), a hotel management
institute has opened in Durgapur in July,
while a food raft institute is on the anvil
at Gajoldoba.”
The state is also looking into promoting houseboats as a tourist attraction.
Eight houseboats fitted with luxurious
mod-cons are being built in Kolkata as a
pilot project, with meeting facilities offered on two houseboats.
These houseboats will be available on
Hooghly, Sunderbans and Gajoldoba
rivers.

Hot stuff
JW Marriott Hotel Kolkata

Marriott Internationa’s first hotel in Kolkata and
eastern India, JW Marriott Hotel Kolkata towers
over JBS Haldane Avenue in the heart of the city,
minutes from the old CBD. The property features
281 rooms, four F&B options, a spa, a fitness
centre and an infinity pool. There is also more than
3,700m2 of indoor and outdoor event spaces, which
includes five studios and a Grand Ballroom for up to
2,000 pax banquet-style.

Radisson Kolkata Ballygunge

Park Plaza Kolkata Ballygunge was recently
rebranded to Radisson Kolkata Ballygunge. Located
in an upscale South Kolkata neighbourhood, the
hotel has been revitalised with a new look in several
areas and features upgraded amenities. There are
92 rooms across several categories: superior, business class, junior and executive suites.

Grand Hyatt Kochi Bolgatty

The five-star waterfront hotel on Kochi’s Bolgatty Island features 264 luxurious guestrooms
including 38 suites and four private villas with
plunge pools. Aside from complimentary Wi-Fi
and four F&B venues, recreational facilities
include a spa, kid’s play area, 24-hour fitness
centre, tennis courts and three swimming
pools. The property’s 3,000m2 of function
space comprises a waterside amphitheatre and
yoga lawn.

Vistara’s first robot

Using artificial intelligence technology, Vistara
has created a unique robot named RADA to assist customers, address their queries and entertain them. RADA is currently placed at Vistara’s
Signature Lounge at Delhi Airport’s Terminal 3
from July 5, 2018 to assist customers using the

From left: JW Marriott Hotel Kolkata; Orient Pandaw

lounge before they board their flights. The robot
can scan boarding passes and provide information on the terminal, departure gates, real-time
flight status, among others.

Orient Pandaw

Pandaw will from later this year deploy the
Orient Pandaw on an expedition along the Lower

Ganges, its first cruise in India. From December
23 to the end of April 2019, the Orient Pandaw
will sail weekly from Kolkata to Farakka and back
on a seven-night itinerary. It will re-commence the
itinerary in July 2019 through to April 2020. The
Orient Pandaw features 30 veranda staterooms on
two decks, indoor dining, a deck bar, a movie and
lecture theatre and a spa.
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Destination Thailand

The changing face of Pattaya
No longer keen to
be associated as a
‘sin city’, Pattaya is
pulling out the stops
to attract families
and luxury travellers
into the destination,
finds Xinyi LiangPholensa
Pattaya’s Jomtien Beach has in recent years seen the development of more high-end hotels, resorts and condominiums

N

o stranger to transformation,
Pattaya started out as a sleepy
village which became a popular R’n’R destination for Vietnam War servicemen in the 1960s and
subsequently a beach resort destination catering to Bangkok residents escaping from
the Thai capital on weekends, although its
fame – or notoriety – was largely founded
on the back of sex tourism.
Its sleazy image is what the Thai authorities and tourism industry stakeholders are keen to change, as the city
metamorphosises into a family-friendly
destination, having welcomed a new
swathe of five-star hotels, theme parks
and lifestyle attractions in recent years.
Pattaya was given the spotlight as the
host destination for Thailand Travel Mart
Plus (TTM+) in June this year, with organiser Tourism Authority of Thailand (TAT)
placing an emphasis on romance and
luxury under the theme Million Shades of
Romance at its annual tradeshow.
Commenting on the choice of Pattaya
for TTM+ 2018, which was held at Ocean
Marina Yacht Club, Tanes Petsuwan, TAT’s
deputy governor for marketing communications, said: “After two years of positive response in Chiang Mai, we wanted

to show the new image of Pattaya and
overthrow old perceptions of the city. Pattaya has reinvented itself for upscale travellers, with the Ocean Marine Yacht Club,
Cartoon Network Amazone, F&B venues,
Ramayana Water Park, international golf
courses, etc.”
As well, Pattaya is expected to benefit
from the Thai government’s “multimillion infrastructure investment” currently
underway as part of the Eastern Economic Corridor development plan, Tanes
added.
Key projects include the high-speed
railway connecting Suvarnabhumi, Don
Mueang and U-Tapao airports and the
upgrade of the Sattahip commercial port,
all of which will help to position the city
as a high-end travel destination, he said.
Despite the progress made in its image
overhaul, Pattaya still faces an uphill battle to improve its reputation, with opinions split among agents if they would
promote and sell the destination to their
clients.
Philippe Roussel, tour operator at
Asia Voyages France, opined that the
greater array of hotels, restaurants and
activities has made Pattaya a “better”
destination choice that can be paired

with other parts of eastern Thailand for
tour programmes.
David Kevan, partner and product person at Chic Locations UK, on the other
hand, thinks Pattaya’s seedy reputation
still lingers and its mass tourism appeal
unlikely to find favour especially among
Western high-end travellers.
Likewise, Asia DMC’s managing director Thailand Andre van der Marck said
that Pattaya is “for sure” not for families, a
key market segment for his company.
But Pattaya is not just for vice-seeking
tourists, the city’s tourism players insisted. “They say, ‘Good boys go to heaven,
bad boys go to Pattaya’. That is no longer
true,” said NongNooch Garden & Resort’s
sales and events manager Thanadit Chitaroon.
Urging the trade to give the city a
chance, Pathira Nakngam Riley, director
of sales & marketing at InterContinental
Pattaya Resort, said: “We cannot change
the history of Pattaya but we can certainly
change travellers’ impression. Granted
that the unsavoury part of Pattaya still exists, but most visitors won’t see it unless
they specifically go looking for it – just
like in most cities in the world.”
Nong Nooch Tropical Botanical Gar-

August 30. Rising above the upscale Ratchadamri
area in the shape of a magnolia flower, the hotel’s
171 rooms and suites (from levels six to 16) are
the brainchild of Hong Kong architect Andre Fu.
Amenities include a trio of distinctively curated
dining outlets at the topmost levels 55 to 57, a
wellness spa, an outdoor swimming pool and
meeting spaces.

pool. The property’s 1,555m2 of versatile event
space is spread across two ballrooms, nine
meeting rooms, a colonial-style courtyard and an
outdoor garden.

den, a long-standing attraction in Pattaya
that opened in 1980, is now pulling out
the stops to enhance its appeal by adding
villa accommodation, spas and restaurants in recent years.
The latest Dinosaur Valley exhibition,
featuring life-size recreations of the prehistoric beasts, come on top of new facilities like a convention centre, boxing
stadium, indoor theatre, dinosaur rally,
cooking class with herbal garden, among
others, Thanadit shared.
Meanwhile, prominent festivals and
sporting events like the Wonderfruit festival, LPGA golf tournament and International Fireworks Festival are also helping
“to change travellers’ perceptions of Pattaya”, remarked Jan Jeerapat, managing
director of J Corp, which manages a trio
of hotels in Pattaya.
As well, a growing crop of international five-star hotels brand such as Hilton,
Renaissance, InterContinental and Movenpick is changing the face of Pattaya’s
hospitality sector, driven by the influx of
Chinese, Indian and Russian tourists.
“Over the past few years, Pattaya has
seen a significant shift towards becoming more family-friendly, and there are
plenty of examples of this. Most of the
branded hotels in the city now offer family facilities, including family rooms with
bunk beds, children’s pools and kids’
clubs with a vast choice of activities,”
observed Olivier Berrivin, Best Western’s
managing director of international operations – Asia.
As the destination takes on a more
family-targeted sheen, Pattaya is receiving
interest from wider market segments and
geographic markets.
“For Royal Cliff, we are receiving a
significant increase in Chinese guests
coming for both leisure and MICE purposes,” said Vitanart Vathanakul, CEO,
Royal Cliff Hotels Group. “Interestingly,
it is the middle-age market and not the
millennials that we see an increase in
numbers with regards to those staying
with us.
“Aside from the Chinese, other markets that show growth are India, South
Korea, South-east Asia and Europe, especially Germany and Switzerland. We are
also getting more senior travellers who
stay with us more and longer. We see a
potential for growth for millennials from
China, Japan, Malaysia, Singapore, Hong
Kong and Korea,” Vitanart shared.

Hot stuff

Waldorf Astoria Bangkok

Waldorf Astoria Bangkok

The highly anticipated Waldorf Astoria Bangkok, a
first for South-east Asia, finally opened its doors on

Bangkok Marriott Hotel
The Surawongse

Located on Surawong Road, Bangkok Marriott
Hotel The Surawongse comprises 197 guestrooms and 106 deluxe suites across 32 storeys.
Facilities include four dining options, the Quan
Spa, fitness centre, as well as an outdoor infinity

akyra TAS Sukhumvit Bangkok

To avoid single-use plastic in its rooms and F&B
outlets, guests at this 50-key hotel are given
stainless steel water bottles on arrival, which they
can refill throughout their stay using dispensers
on every floor.
In addition, bathroom amenities are presented
in locally manufactured celadon pottery containers, bio-degradable bin bags are used in all rooms
and shopping bags are available to encourage
guests to refuse plastic bags when out shopping.

TreeHouse Villas Koh Yao

Taking after its name, the adults-only resort in Koh
Yao Noi features 25 Treehouse Villas, as well as
six Beachfront Pool Villas and a 390m2 two-storey
Hilltop Villa. The furnishings in each villa category
varies, but each dwelling will feature typical modcons such as a king-sized bed, flatscreen TV and a
private plunge pool.
Resort facilities include a 400m-long private
beach, a 170m2 main pool, spa, and an extensive
list of activities ranging from Thai cooking classes
to scuba diving trips to nearby islands. Guests can
also make custom requests for in-villa dining, spa,
yoga, or book excursions. The island of Koh Yao Noi
is only accessible by boat, and the resort provides
transfers from international airports or hotel in
Phuket or mainland Krabi for a fee.
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Experience
Viet Nam’s
Timeless
Charm
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www.atfvietnam2019.com

ATF TRAVEX 2019!
16 to 18 January 2019

The ASEAN Tourism Forum (ATF) is a cooperative regional
effort to promote the ASEAN region as one tourist
destination internationally. The TRAVEX component is
a 3-day trade-only mart with the world’s largest ASEAN
destination, product and service showcase.

EXHIBITORS

Secure Your Space Today
Be part of the ATF 2019 exhibiting
delegation and represent your
country to some 500 buyers and
media! Open to travel trade suppliers
from the 10 ASEAN destinations only.

BUYERS

MEDIA

Keen to buy into ASEAN? ATF 2019
showcases the largest contingent
of ASEAN destination products and
services. If you deal in outbound
travel, or promote tourist traffic to,
among, and within ASEAN, you’re
eligible for hosting!

Get the latest scoop on ASEAN
travel trade news, developments
and trends! ATF is ASEAN’s foremost
annual travel trade event, well
attended by media from around
the world. Editorial representatives
from established travel trade media
publications are eligible for hosting!

Hosting Programme
Available

Hosting Programme
Available

Register Online Today! www.atfvietnam2019.com
Host Committee:

TRAVEX Secretariat:

ATF TRAVEX email: atf@ttgasia.com
TTG Events is a business group of TTG Asia Media

1 Science Park Road #04-07, The Capricorn, Singapore Science Park II, Singapore 117528
Tel: +65 6395 7575 | Fax: +65 6536 0895 | www.ttgasiamedia.com
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Destination Hong Kong

Charting the waterfront’s course
Prudence Lui reveals how Hong Kong is reshaping its harbour area through new builds and visitor attractions
MosayMay/shutterstock

A constant stream of new events and festivals helps to inject vibrancy into Hong Kong’s Central waterfront

T

he Hong Kong government’s initiatives to develop the harbourfront have begun to bear fruit as
new visitor attractions spring up
in the area, promising to breathe new life
into the the city’s tourism scene.
Against the backdrop of change, there
has also been a growing focus on the protection and enhancement of both sides
of Victoria Harbour – including Central,
Tsim Sha Tsui, West Kowloon, Kwun Tong
and Kai Tak to make the waterfront area
more vibrant and accessible for public enjoyment.
Dotted along the Central waterfront are
tourist attractions including Tamar Park,
Star Ferry, Hong Kong Maritime Museum, Hong Kong Observation Wheel and
Central Harbourfront Event Space.
Tiffany Yiu, general manager of Central
Venue Management (CVM), which runs
the Central Harbourfront Event Space,
said events have made the Central waterfront more vibrant, giving locals and tourists more reasons to visit the harbourfront.
“Our vision has always been to provide
a diverse range of events to suit the different interests and preferences of the local
population and visitors to Hong Kong,”
Yiu said.
Since the outdoor venue was officially
launched in May 2014, it has seen an average of 30 outdoor events annually. Events
which had taken place in this space include cultural festivals, sports events, classical and popular music concerts, exhibitions, carnivals, fairs, markets as well as art
and food events.
Apart from attracting visitors, events
have also “significantly enhanced Hong
Kong’s reputation internationally”, Yiu
added, citing the examples of Art Central,
Clockenflap and Formula E.
Over in Tsim Sha Tsui, former New
World Hotel was recently redeveloped into

a new landmark called Victoria Dockside.
The same developer is also responsible
for the revamp of adjacent tourist spots –
Salisbury Garden and Avenue of Stars.
Last December, Salisbury Garden was
reopened to feature an elliptical lawn
that serves as a venue for visitors to relax
or for celebrations and performances.
Meanwhile, the Avenue of Stars is
scheduled to reopen by February 2019.
New features include digital screens that
show photos and related artist information, plus mobile carts and kiosks offering

merchandise that promote local culture
and creativity.
Said Shaun Campbell, Langham, Hong
Kong’s managing director: “I can’t think
of a major city in the world which has the
advantage of opening up three large new
downtown spaces to the local public and
international tourists.
“They represent unique mini-destinations in their own right. This is already
evident with some examples of current
usage as these venues open to the public,
such as the Formula E and Hong Kong

Wine & Dine Festival in Central.”
He added that West Kowloon will also
provide a number of new world-class arts
and culture venues – including Xiqu Centre (Chinese opera), M+ Museum (visual
arts), Hong Kong Palace Museum and
Lyric Theatre (for international dance and
theatre).
“An additional opportunity for these
new areas is to increase water transport
around the inner harbour – both for
tourists and for locals. Plans are already
underway to expand the current ferry access points in these key locations, with the
potential for an inner harbour water taxi
service.”
However, a bus tour manager who declined to be named pointed out that these
new promenade attractions, with access
free, hardly benefit their business.
“We have stops in West Kowloon and
Central but no plan to add or amend existing routes to fit in these new spaces.
However, if guests ask us what’s interesting around the stops, we may mention to
them.”
On the other hand, Uni Asia Tours’
managing director David Luk will “definitely add these waterfront spots to tour
itineraries”, especially in view of the shortage of new visitor attractions in the destination.
He said: “The only concern is whether
the tourism facilities are well-equipped. In
the past, the Avenue of Stars was not tourist
friendly at all as there was only one spot for
restrooms and a café. Hopefully, we’d see
more facilities like alfresco dining options,
especially during autumn and winter times,
to create a pleasant tourist atmosphere.
“Additionally, FITs will be a travel trend
so it’s also vital to have easy access and
clear signage,” she added.
“Some hotels needed renovations, while
others needed additional amenities and
our sales marketing channels to make
them visible to markets.”

Hot stuff
The Murray, Hong Kong

Wharf Hotels’ new flagship Niccolo
property opened in January 2018 as a
336-room hotel, following an extensive
transformation by Foster + Partners to
preserve the building’s original 1960s
modernist architecture. The hotel has five
restaurants and bars, including The Tai
Pan serving modern European cuisine; the
Garden Lounge; the Wall Street-inspired
bar, Murray Lane; the rooftop bar and
restaurant, Popinjays; and the Michelinstarred Cantonese restaurant, Guo Fu Lou.

Soravit on Granville

Billing itself as the “first Thai-themed
hotel in Hong Kong” is the 76-key
Soravit on Granville. All rooms and suites
features custom-made Thai silk linens
and traditional Thai wood furniture,
and are categorised into the Superior,
Deluxe, Premier and Executive. Room
sizes range from 18m2 up to 35m2, the
latter of which boasts a separate living
area and large work desk. The hotel also

From left: The Murray, Hong Kong; Hotel Cozi Oasis

features a collection of artwork from two Thai
artists, Tippanet Yaemmaneechai and Sirikoy
Chutataweesawas. The only on-site restaurant, Queen’s Dining, serves up dishes from
South-eastern China, Thailand and Vietnam.

Hotel Cozi Oasis

Located in the territory’s Kwai Tsing district,
Hotel Cozi Oasis offers 583 guestrooms
ranging from 16m2 to 38m2. The brand’s
third outpost in the city features a restaurant,
bar and lounge, meeting and conference facilities, gym, and Lafayette Spa complete with
a Jacuzzi, steam room and sauna. In addition,
Elite Floors guests will have exclusive access

to the Elite Lounge offering daily complimentary snacks and refreshments.

Hotel Ease Access Tsuen Wan

After introducing its first Hotel Ease
Access property early this year, Tang’s
Living Group has now launched Hotel Ease
Access Tsuen Wan. The hotel features
170 rooms, ranging from 9m2 to 20.4m2
across six categories. All rooms come with
complimentary Wi-Fi and a smartphone for
free international calls and Internet use.
The hotel is less than 10 minutes’ walk
to the Kwai Hing MTR station and just 30
minutes’ drive from the airport.

THE TECHNOLOGY
EXPERIENCE
The article The Technology Experience in TTGmice June 2017 by
Karen Yue has been awarded a PATA Gold Award 2018 in Travel
Journalism - Business Article category.

TTG Show Daily
pictorial special
Take a closer look at all the happenings at ITB Asia 2018 in this three-page spread
photographed by TTG Show Daily’s lensmen, Wilson Pang
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Bintan Langoon Resort Singapore’s Pallavi Malviya Gupta,
Sherlyn Low and Agnes Tan

Business Finland’s Teemu Ahola, Heli Mende and Mervi
Toivonen

Ministry of Tourism, Republic of Indonesia’s Masruroh (centre) and team

Sunway Lagoon Malaysia’s K C Chew and
Nicole Goh

Furama Resort Danang’s Ta Quang Sang and Dinh Thi Phuong
Hien, Platinum Travel Corp Australia’s David Phillips and PHD
Management Vietnam’s Phan Huu Duc

Ministry of Hotels and Tourism Myanmar’s Nanda Soe Myint (fifth from left),
Union of Myanmar Travel Association’s Hla Aye (sixth from left) and colleagues

Melia Ho Tram Vietnam’s Merry Antoja, Melia Bali’s Eduardo
Perera Castro, and Melia Hotels International Cuba’s Angela
Erostarbe

Far East Hospitality Management’s Louise Barker, Adrian Croft, Manas Sinha,
Marina Buenaventura, Audrey Chung, Tirsa Umbas, and Pamela Chun

Hospitality Representative Specialist Singapore’s
Julie Ong and Lai Chee Wai

TTG Asia Media’s Darren Ng, Ministry of Tourism Cambodia’s So
Mara and Charming Cambodia Tours’ Om Pharin

The Anvaya Beach Resort Bali’s Abraham Joerall and Endah Proborino, Santika
Indonesia’s Cita Dewantoro and Yenny Susanty

Singapore Tourism Board’s Chris Sim, Serene How, Mohamed
Firhan Abdul Salam, Angeline Ang and Ida Lim

Bangkok Airways’ Kasama Triampitak, Komkrit
Ngamwongwirot, Nitikorn Komkris, and
Jonathan Tan Yu Hao
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Gallery

The world’s on sale at ITB Asia By Wilson Pang

Brand USA’s Molly Jou, Reene Ho-Phang, Louis Lu and
Sam Chen

Pan Pacific Hotels Group Singapore’s
Lothar Nessmann (centre) and team

A strong showing from Sentosa’s stakeholders, led by Sentosa
Development Corporation Singapore’s Chin Sak Hin (standing, centre)

Marina Bay Sands Singapore’s Edeline Khoo (third from right) and colleagues

Kreola Mauritius’ Daniel
Fortuno, Air Mauritius
Singapore’s Shiri
Prakash Rai, Mauritius
Tourism Promotion
Authority’s Roselyne
Hauchler, Constance
Hotels, Resorts & Golf
China’s Vivienne Su, Air
Mauritius Singapore’s
Suzanna Ong, and
Constance Hotels
Mauritius’ Armand
Amadis

Jeju Convention & Visitors Bureau’s Ramy Ku (front row, second from
right) and team

Gyeonggi MICE Bureau’s Kang Dong-Han leads his team

Fiji Airways Singapore’s Jimmy Lee, Tourism Fiji’s
Kathy Koyamaibole and Aviareps Singapore’s
Cindy Ong

Adaaran Maldives’ Suresh
Dissanayake

Best Western Hotels & Resorts US’ Paul Rigazzi (sixth from left) and colleagues

Landing Jeju Development South
Korea’s Danny Shin

Japan National Tourism Organization
Singapore’s Felicia Lee and Susan
Maria Ong

Discover Holidays
(Asia) Singapore’s
Rodney Yew

Guam Visitors Bureau’s Mark Manglona and
Golden Tourworld Travel Malaysia’s Jason Lim

Tourism Promotions Board Philippines’ Jasmin
Parra, James Sy and Monica May R Sta Ana,
and Philippine Department of Tourism’s
Charmaine Yeong

ARCTIC
ADVENTURES
NIGHT
AN OFFICIAL LATE NIGHT FUNCTION
FOR ITB ASIA 2018 DELEGATES

Visit Finland, Visit Rovaniemi, One Farrer Hotel, and TTG Travel Trade
Publishing invite you to experience an Arctic Adventures Night.

Date:
Time:
Venue:
Dress Code:

Highlights

Cool Party Sounds By Finnish Band “The Arctic Trio”
Free Flow Finnish Napue Gin Bar

18 October 2018, Thursday
9:30pm to 12:00am
One Farrer Hotel
Smart Casual

Entry By Delegate Badge Or Invitation Card Only

Lucky Draw Prizes To Be Won

Memorable trip for 2 persons to Rovaniemi, including flights for 1
person, accommodation for 2 nights and exciting activities.

Complimentary One Way Transportation Provided
Pick up point: Sands Expo Level 1 Driveway in front
of Halls A/B/C at 8:45pm and 9:00pm.

3 days 2 nights stays at One Farrer Hotel’s Urban Room inclusive of
Breakfast for 2 persons.

To Reserve A Seat On The One Way Transfer,
RSVP At TTG Booth R50 By 18 October, 12noon.

Beer Partner

DJ Partner

EVENT LINK PTE LTD

AV Partner

Wine Partner

theanvayabali.com

INSPIRED
BALINESE ELEGANCE
ON KUTA BEACH
Jl. Kartika Plaza, Tuban, Kuta Bali 80361 – Indonesia
Ph: (62 361) 759991, E-mail: sales@theanvayabali.com

www.theanvayabali.com

